
To: alex@webley.com[alex@webley.com]; Valery Zhukov[zhukoff@webley.com]
From: Alex Kurganov[alex@webley.com]
Sent: Tue 8/24/1999 9:52:07 PM (UTC)
Subject: Re: web grammar

Thanks, Valera. Please see my notes below. I will create exact prompts based
on what you gave me. Let me know on the other things.
Alex

> Weather:
>
> Please say/touch tone 5-digit zip or 3-digit area code or say state name
> (we match area to zip code
> if state is said we ask city)

Valera,
How many cities are we going to have. I think we can ask for a major city
first as a most natural thing, and then mention area code or zip code:

" To hear the latest weather report, please, say a major city or a state
name or speak a three digit area code or a five digit zip code."

BTW, are we going to provide info on major international cities like Paris,
London, etc

>
> Please enter correct number of digits (if no 5 or 3)
>
> We cannot process this zip(area) code (if we cannot match it)
> Please say it again.
>
> Please say correct US state name (if we cannot find the state)
>
>
> Please say city name (we match state and city to zip code as well)
> Sorry we cannot process city ...( if we cannot match it )
> Please try again or say "give me cities list"
> (we can read back all cities for the state specified )
>
>
> Stock
>
> Please say the company name of your portfolio
> or say major company name
> ( we match company name with the ticker)
>

We may need to say this:

( I now think we may not have any other companies outside the portfolio in
the first release )

Please say the company name on your portfolio
or say Dow Jones, Standard & Poor, ( whatever other indexes)
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Can you pull those indexes as well? Can we provide them total on the
portfolio
similar to Yahoo portfolio?

> We cannot process the ... company ( if we fail to recognize)
>
> Air Delays
>
> Please say airline name (we match to abbreviation)
> Sorry, we cannot process ... airline (if we do not have it)
>
> Now say or touch tone the flight number
>
> If it flies not today please say Month and a day

I'd rather do the date because of the time zone confusion with
today/tomorrow.

We will say : "Please, say the date of the flight, for example April twenty
five"
>
>
>
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